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The Jung-Abhyankar theorem of the title asserts that if P(Z) E 
mL-AJlIZl is a Weierstrass polynomial over an algebraically closed 
field K of characteristic 0 with discriminant D,(P) = X71 . m. XTr . <, where 
((0 ,..., 0) # 0, then the roots of P(Z) are series of [ [Xi’“,~.., Xilq, X,, , ) . . . . X,] ] 
for some 9 EN- (0). 
The first proof of this theorem, for the case n = 2, is due to Jung [3] and it 
uses topological methods, that is, K = Cc and P(Z) and the roots are 
convergent series. Abhyankar [l] gave an algebraic proof for any n, based 
on some properties of the Galois group of the polynomial P(Z) when its 
discriminant D,(P) defines a divisor with normai crossing. If n = 1, then the 
theorem can be deduced from the classical Newton-Puiseaux theorem, which 
has an elementary proof, in the sense that it uses only some properties of the 
Newton polygon of P, (N.P.(P)) and the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem. 
The key point of this work is the observation that if P(Z) satisfies the 
hypothesis of the theorem, then its Newton polyhedron N.P.(P) has a 
property (cf. Definition 2 and Theorem 1, below) that allows us to extend t 
elementary proof of the Newton-Puiseaux theorem to the general case of the 
Jung-Abhyankar theorem. 
Some consequences can be deduced from the proof. The first one is that In 
the case K = C, n > 2 and the coefficients of P(Z) are convergent series, then 
the roots are convergent too. The second consequence concerns l.he case 
when M is a non-algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Then for each 
polynomial P(Z) as above, there is a finite extension K’ of K such that the 
roots of P(Z) belong to K’[ IX:‘“,..., X:14, X,, 1 )“..: X,]] for some g E N - {O\. 
* Part of this work was made during my stay at the Mathematics Department of Harvard 
University. I would like to thank the members of the department for their reception and, 
especially. Professor Hironaka for his kind invitation. 
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1. QUASIORDINARY AND V-QUASIORDINARY 
WEIERSTRASS POLYNOMIALS 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let P(Z) E 
K[ [X, ,***, X,]][Z] be a Weierstrass polynomial (W-polynomial) and let 
D,(P) E K[ [X, ,**-, X,]] be its discriminant with respect o Z. 
DEFINITION 1. The W-polynomial P(Z) is quasiordinary (Q.O.) with 
respect o Z if 
with <(O,..., 0) # 0. 
Given a set A c N”+ ‘, IA ] will denote the convex hull of U aEA (a + N”+ ‘). 
We also write 
H(P) = {(i 1~‘*‘~ ia+ 1) E NnS1 :Pi ,,..., in+, + 0) 
and N.P.(P) = ]H(P)], the Newton polyhedron of P(Z). Let d be the degree 
of P(Z) and R, = (0 ,..., 0, d). 
DEFINITION 2. We say that P(Z) is v-quasiordinary (v-Q.O.) with respect 
to Z if there is a point R, E N.P.(P), R, # R,, such that if R i is the 
projection of R, over N” X (0) from R, and S = [R,, R i] is the segment 
joining R ,, to R i, then 
(1) N.P.(P)c IS/ = /[RO, R;]/, and 
(2) ps = C(i ,,..,, in+,)ESPil.. .i,+,Xfl *" xk ' zintl 
is a polynomial not a power of a linear form. 
This concept was introduced by Hironaka [2, p. 451. As we will see later 
(Theorem 1) every Q.O. W-polynomial P(Z) having no coefficient in Zd-’ is 
v-Q.O. The converse is not true as can be seen from the following example: 
The polynomial 
P(Z) = z4 - 2x,x;z2 + xix; + x:x; 
is v-Q.O. but not Q.O. since X,X,(X: +X:) is a factor of D,(P). 
Now let us consider the particular case where P(Z) is a polynomial of 
qx, ,***> Xn] [Z]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P(Z)=Zd+A2Zd-*+...+A,EKIX1,...,X,,Z] 
be a Q.O. polynomial such that its coefficient in Zd-’ is 0. If D,(P) = u 1 
X;ll . . . x;n, u E K* = K - (0) and R, = (a,/(d - 1) ,..., a,/(d - l), 0), then 
H(P) is included into the segment S joining R, to R 1. 
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Proof. First, assume n = 1. Let P, be an irreducible factor of P(Z) in 
K[X,, Z]. D,(P,) divides to D,(P) = u . Xyl and so D,(PJ = u m Xpl: 
b, < a,. Suppose b, # 0 and let C, c A, be the affine curve w 
P,(X,) Z) = 0. The morphism rr: C, -+ A, induced by the first pr 
just one ramification point, namely, the origin 0 of A i, since the 
ramification points of rz are exactly the zeros of the d~scr~minant D,(P,). 
If p: C, --f C, is a desingularization of C,, then 7T= 71 . p is a morphism 
from Ci into B, = A, - (0,) of degree d, (=degree (Pi)) with ramification 
locus Ram(g) c (0, 0,). 
As the degree of 5 is d, > 1, it follows from Riemann’s genus formula that 
g(Ci) = 0, that is, c”, = P, $ and Ram(E) = (0, 0,). oreover, we have 
#7qO,) = 1. 
Let- n”-‘(C),) = Q. Then e”, - {Q} is isomorphic to A,. Let k: 
A r -+ C, - {Q } be such an isomorphism. Now ii ’ h: A 1 3 A I is a rnor~~~s~ 
degree d, with one ramification point. Hence, it is clear that for an 
equate affine coordinate T, n”. h(T) = Td, thus p . h: A, t Cl will be 
p ’ h(T) = I, R(T)) with R(T) E K[T] since 76 * h(T)) = 77 * h(T) = Tdi. 
so P1(Td’, (T)) = 0 and c = R(X”d1) 1(X,, Z). The fact that in 
the desingularization of C,, #p-l(O) = 1, implies that 0 is a ~~ibra~ched 
singular point, and as a consequence, the roots of P,(X1 9 Z) are conjugated 
Oft. If t= 51, &,-*, &, are all the roots of P, (X, , Z), ci - lj divides to Xtl 
and so ri - lj = uijX’ijidI. From the properties of the characteristic ex~Q~en~s 
it follows that all yij’s are equal and 
with &I= 1 and H(X,) E K[X,]. If P, is another irreducible factor of 93 of 
degree d,, in the same way one proves that 
<j = lrfi ’ U*Xf2’d2 + G(X,) 
with ITS2 = 1 and G(X,) E K[X,]. Now we have that 
& - fj = VI UIXyd~ - IjjU*Xydz + H(X,) - 6(X,) 
is a divisor of X:1 and this is only possible if e,/d, = c2/d2 and 
H(X,) = G(X,). But as #p-‘(O) = 1, P,(X,, Z) is also irreducible in 
K[[X1]]]Z], gcd(c,, d,) = 1, and so c1 = d, and c2 = d,. 
IIence we have that the roots of P are of the form 
P,(X,, Z) = fJ (UiXC~‘d~ +
i=l 
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Then it is clear that the coefficient in P of Zd-’ is d . H and by the 
hypothesis is 0, i.e., H = 0, and 
P(X, ) Z) = r”r (UiXCl’dl), 
i-l 
that is, N.P.(P) is included into the segment joining (0, d) to (de (c,/d,), 0), 
but as r. - <. = (u. - u .) Xclldl and in D,(P) = X;l* there are d(d - 1) factors 
& - c!$, k, =h(d: l)(ii/d,) and &i/d, = a,/(d - 1) as we wanted to prove. 
If at the beginning of the proof c, = 0, i.e., D,(P,) = U, the same reasoning 
shows that d, = 1 and P(X,, Z) belongs to K[Z]. So D,(P) = U’ and a, = 0. 
The result is the same since if P(Z) E K[Z], N.P.(P) is included into the 
segment S = [ (0, d), (0, O)]. 
Now let P(Z) E K[X, ,..., X,, Z] with 
D,(P) = 2.4 . XY‘ . . . XEn, uEK*, 
and 
s= [co ,...> O,d), (& >...> +o)]. 
if H(P) # S, then there is a point (ii ,..., i,, i) E H(P) whose projection over 
a n+l = 0 from R, = (O,..., 0, d) is 
d-i,,, . d-in+, 
d II,-**> d 
Assume a,/(d - 1) # ((d - i,+ ,)/d) i,. We can look at P(X, ,..., X,, 2) as a 
polynomial in Xi, Z with coefficients in the algebraic closure of 
K(X, ,..., X,). As the coefficient in Xi1 . ZiE+l of P is not null, from the result 
for n = 1, we have that the projection of (iI, i,, i) from (0, d) is 
(a,/(d - l), 0), which is a contradiction. 1 
Observe that in the above situation P(Z) is v-Q.O. because P is not a 
power of a linear form since P(Z) # Zd. Now let us consider the general 
case, P(Z) being a Weierstrass polynomial. 
THEOREM 1. Let P(Z) E K[ [X, ,..., X,]][Z] be a Q.O. W-polynomial 
such that its coefficient in Zd-’ is 0. Then P(Z) is v-Q.O. with respect to Z. 
ProoJ: In the initial hypothesis, if there is an R, E N.P.(P) such that 
N.P.(P) c l[R,, Ri]l, then P(Z) is V-Q.O. since condition (2) of the definition 
holds automatically as P(Z) has no term in Zd-‘. 
Let 7r0:N”+%N” be the projection from R, over the hyperplane 
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68,; 1 = 0. If P(Z) . 1s not V-Q.O. then there is no R, E N. ) SUGh that 
NT.(P) c ! [R,, RZ]l and this is equivalent to z,,(N. .(P)) bemg a convex set 
not of the form R + N”, i.e., rr,(N.P.(B)) has at least two vertices. 
We claim the existence of a linear form L = alx, + ... + a,x, - k, ai E 
ai > 0, i= I,..., n, and k > 0 such that 
for some x, , R, & z,(N.P.(P)). 
Let L,=x,+...+x,-k. As n,(N.P.(p)) c N” and (O,..., 0) @ 
n,(N.P.(P)), there exists a k E N such that 
L,h(N.P.V’))) > 0 
and 
L,(R,) = 0 for some 41, E 7c0(N,P.(P)), 
if there is an I?* f R, such that 
L,(&) = Q, take L ==L,. 
Otherwise, as r,(N.P.(P)) has at least two vertices, , i- N” # qp.IP.(%)))~ 
If R, = (P, )...) rn), there is an R, = (r; ,..., 7;) E zO(N.P.(P)) such that for 
some i, r; < ri. Assume ri < r, and consider 
H, = (x1 - rl> + A(x, + ... + x, - r2 ~ ... - rfl)~ 
If i = I, PI, =Lk, and if 
,+ ri+ . . . + r; - rz - . . . - r, 
rl - r; 
(notice that /2, > 0 since y1 - ri > 0 and r; + . . . -+ r; > k - r1 = r2 + . . . + rn> 
then 
N,(R,) = I&(47,) = 0. 
Since /2, < 1, the set (N” f’ (L,(E) > 0)) f3 (Ln,@) > 0) is compact and 
therefore there is a 1, >,I,, such that LA1(7t,,(N. .(a))) > 0 and there is an 
x’ f R, with LAX@‘) = 0. Thus LA1 would be the desired form. 
LetH=cs,x,+‘“‘+a,+,x,+,- c = 0 be the equation of the ~~~er~~a~e 
of N”+! containing R, = (O,..., 0, d) and including the hyperplane L = 0 
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of N”. We may assume ai E N. It is clear that for each 1 < i < n - 1, a, > 0 
and if R I and R 2 are the points projecting on i?, and E2, 
and 
H(R,)=H(R,)=H(R,)=O 
H(N.P.(P)) > 0. 
In this situation, we will show the existence of a curve with parametric 
equation 
x1 = h,(u),..., x, = h,(u) 
with hi(u) # 0 such that D,(P)(h,(u),..., h,(u)) = 0. To this end, consider 
PH = c Pi,,...,i,+lXfl -** x; * .zin+l. 
(ilr...,in+l)eH 
PH is a polynomial since {H = 0) c N”+’ is a finite set because a, > 0. 
Let D,(P,) be the discriminant of PH. If D,(P,) # 0, there exists a factor 
G(X, ,..., X,) of D,(P,) different from Xi, i = l,..., n, since the points R,, R 1 
and R, are not collinear (Proposition 1). Thus there is a point 
CC 1>-*-, c,J E K” such that ci # 0 for each i = I,..., n, and 
&(P,)(c 1 )...) CJ = 0. 
If D,(P,) = 0, this is trivially true. 
NOW assume PH # P. It follows from the definition of D,(p,) that there is 
C n+l E K such that 
P&1 ,***, c,+ 1) = 0 and @fi ----cc 62 *,...,c,+,)=O. (*) 
Changing variables by 
X,= (c, +&)a T”’ 
we get 
X,, = (cn +x,). Tan 
Z=(C~+~ +z)- Tan+’ 
P((cl +f,) T”‘,..., (c,+~ + z) T-1) 
= Tk - (Pl((c, + 2,) ,..., (c,+l + z)) + TH(& ,..., z)) 
= TkQ(~I,...,~n,z, T) 
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’ ce the monomial of P-P, has weight with respect to greater than ii. 
0) = 0. Similarly, 
-g ((c, + 2,) TUl,..., (C,+ 1 + Z) Ton-‘) 
= Tk-'nil - Q'(X,,..., T) 
with Q’(Q,..., 0) = 0. 
Let P’ be the algebroid variety of Kn’2 defined by the equations 
Q’ = 0. Then I/ is not included into the hypersurface W with equation T= 0, 
since if V c IV, V = Vn W and from (1) and (2)? the equations of Vr’? W 
are 
T= 0, 
P,((c, + m,...: (c,+ 1 + 2)) = 0, 
@If 
6p (Cc, + m,..., (Cn+ 1 + -a = 
Clearly, we can choose an (n + 1)tuple (c, )~.., c,+ i) such that on tbe one 
hand one component of dimension II- 1 of {P, = (6B,/&Z) = 01 passes 
through the point (cl,..., c,+ i ) and, on the other hand, every component of V 
has dimension an, but this is a contradiction So V ai W and there is an 
algebroid curve Cc V, C d W. If X, = gl(zk)R..., T= g,+z(u) is a 
parametrization of T, g,(O) = 0 and g,, 2(u) f 0, and from (l)-(2) writing 
hi(U) = (Ci + gi(U))g,+2(U)Q: i = l,..., n + 1, 
P(h ,,...,h,+i)=Q 
and 
$(h , ,..., h,, 1) = 0. 
Keeping in mind the definition of the discriminant (see [4]), we have 
D,(P)@, ,..., A,) = 0 
and hi(u) # 0, 1 < i < n. If P,= P, then hi = cizPi is such that 
~,(P)(h, >...Y h,) = 0, and in both cases we get a contradiction since 
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with 
qo,..., 0) # 0 
as 
D,(P)(h, )...) h,) = h?’ . . . h;n * ((h, )...) h,) # 0. 
Therefore P(Z) is V-Q.O. 1 
Remark 1. If P(Z) is V-Q.O., N.P.(P) c I[R,, RI& and the coordinates 
of R; are (bi,..., b,, 0), we say that P(Z) is v-Q.O. with exponent (b, ,..., b,). 
As D,(P) is a weighted polynomial in the coefficients of P(Z), it follows that 
D,(P) has $l(d-1) . . . X?(d-1) as a factor. In particular, if P(Z) is also Q.O. 
and D,(P) =X;ll v.. Xzn, then a, > b,(d - 1). Therefore bi # 0 implies ai # 0. 
The converse is not true: for example, 
P(.Z)=z4-2X;(1 +X,)22 +XT(l -X,)2 
is a v-Q.O. W-polynomial with exponent (6,O) and its discriminant is 
D,(P) = xp * x: . qx, ) X,) with r(O, 0) # 0. 
2. THE JUNG-ABHYANKAR THEOREM 
Notice that if n = 1, then every Q.O. W-polynomial is automatically 
V-Q.O. This fact together with the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem (W.P.T.) 
are the fundamental points in the proof of the Newton-Puiseaux Theorem. 
Now Theorem 1 allows us to give a proof of the Jung-Abhyankar Theorem 
valid for the general case (n > 1) following the ideas of the proof of the 
Newton-Puiseaux Theorem. 
THEOREM 2 (JUNG-ABHYANKAR'S THEOREM). Let P(Z)EK[[X,,...,X,]] 
[Z] be a W-polynomial such that 
D,(P) = xy . . . x;r * <(Xl )...) X,) 
‘with c(O ,..., 0) # 0. Then the roots of P(Z) belong to K[ [Xi’q ,..., X:‘q, 
X ,.+ l,..., X,]] for some q E N - (0). 
ProoJ: IfP(Z)=Zd+AIZd-‘+..a+An withAiEK[[X,,...,X,]], then 
we put Z = Z’ - (l/d) A, and the coefficient in Zrd-i of P(Z’) is null. This 
change does not modify the discriminant and so we can assume that P(Z) 
fulfils the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
The proof will run by induction on d. 
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If d = 2, then 
with t(O,..., 0) = V# 0. Let u be a root of P,(l, . . . . 1, Z) = Z* + V. If Z = 
u + 2, then (U + 2)’ + V= 2* + 2242 and with the following change of 
variables 
we get 
P(x;‘* )...) xy, x,, , )...) X,) Z) 
= P(X, )...) X,) (24 + Z) xy . . * xprq 
=xy . . * x: . (2’ + 2U.q 1 + . . .) + fqx;y *. .)) 
=$I . . . x$ ~ p. 
Clearly, p(O,..., 0, Z) = 2’ + 2uZ. But there is a K-isomorphism from 
Ki[X:‘2,...,X:!2,Xr+l ,..., X,]] into K[ [Xi ,..., X,]] sending X!” TV Xi, 
1 < i < r. This isomorphism preserves the factorization and we can apply the -- 
Implicit Function Theorem (I.F.T.) to P(Z) to guarantee the existence of a 
$ E M[ [X:” ,..., X:‘*, X,, r ,...) X,]] such that 
F(x;‘* )...) xy, x,, , )O..) x,, ip) = 0. 
From (*) it follows that 
< = (u + 4) xy . . . Jy 
is a root of P(Z). 
Now assume that the degree of P(Z), d, is greater than 2. By Theorem 1, 
P(Z) is V-Q.O. and by Remark 1 its exponent is of the form (br,..., b,, 
0 ,..., O)=R,. Let S be the segment [li,,R,]. Then N.P.(P)c/S/ and 49,= 
Zdi- . . . +v *x:1 -I. Xfr is not a power of a linear form. 
Let u be a root of P,(l,..., 1, Z). As A, = 0, u is a root with multiplicity 
d, < d and as in the above case if 
z = @ + z) $1/d . . . x;Jd (““3 
and P’ is the polynomial resulting from this change of variables, it follows 
from NP.(P) c / S ( that 
P’(Xyd ,...) Xyd, x,, 1 )...) x,, 2) = xy . . . x;r . E t***> 
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The coeffkient in zdl of the polynomial p is different from 0 and in fact we 
have 
qo,..., 0, 2) = zd + . . . + dzdl. 
If d, = 1, we appeal to the I.F.T. as before and the proof ends similarly to 
the case d = 2. 
If _d, > 1, by the same reason as above, using the W. P. Theorem there are 
p,, P, E K[ [Xi’” ,..., XLld, X,,, ,..., X,]] such that P= P, . F2. Moreover P, 
is a W-polynomial of degree d,. 
Keeping in mind (**) and (*** ), it follows from the elementary 
properties of the discriminants that 
whence 
X:1 . . . X;r . < = D,(p) = Xy”d . . . X>id . D#), 
with &O,..., 0) # 0, that is, p is Q.O. and as D,(p,) is a factor Ddp), P, is 
also Q.O. in K[ [Xiid ,..., X:ld, X,, r ,..., X,]]. 
If p is the K-isomorphism sending Xi’d to Xi, then p(p,) is a Q.O. W- 
[[Xi’“,..., xy, 
polynomial of degree d, < d. 
By the induction hypothesis, p(p,) has a root I+V E K 
X r+l,.-.,Xnll. Then 
~=~-‘(w)EK([X:‘~+ ,..., X;‘d’m,Xr+l ,..., X,] I 
is a root of Fi, whence by (**) and (***) 
qj = (u + q> xyd . . . xy 
is a root of P(Z). The conjugated roots of 4, &,..., #,, obtained by means of 
the changes Xi+ vi. Xi, ry‘d = 1 are also roots of P(Z) and PI(Z) = 
nT=r (Z - #i) is an irreducible W-polynomial. Now each factor of P(Z) is 
Q.O., and following this process with another factor of P(Z), P(Z) can be 
split into linear factors in K[ [Xi’q,..., X:lq, X,, 1 ,..., X,]] for some q > 1. n 
An immediate consequence of the above proof is that if K = C or a 
complete valued and algebraically closed field, then starting with 
K{ ix, ,..., X,}}, the ring of convergent series, we get convergent series, that 
is, 
COROLLARY 1. Let P(Z) E K{ {X, ,..., X,}}[Z] be a Q.O. W-polynomial. 
Then the roots of P(Z) are members of K( {X:‘q ,..., X:lq, X,, , ,..., X,)} for 
some q >, 1. 
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Prooj It can be checked easily that if in the above proof we start with a 
convergent series, the resulting series are convergent oo, an 
that by using the I.F. Theorem and the W.P. Theorem we get ~o~v~rge~t 
series, then the roots are convergent. R 
Now let M be a non-algebraically closed field of ~~~ra~ieristic 
hOPO§ITION. Let P(Z) E K[ [X, ,-, X,]] [Z] be a .O. ~-~o~ynQ~~~l. 
Then there is a jiriite extension K’ 3 K such that the roots c$ P(Z) are in 
K’ [ [X:jq,-, Xirq, X,, 1 ,..., X,]] for some q > 1. 
Pp.ooJ: In the proof of Theorem 2, in order to continue the process it is 
enough to add a root of P&I,..., 1, Z) to K. It is clear that since in each step 
degree (P) < degree(P), by adding finitely many roots to K. 
P(Z) in K,[[Xi’4,..., X:‘q, X,., i,..., X,]]. If we add to K, every 9th root of 
unit, then we have an extension K, 23 K, where an irreducible factor of P 
y making the same operation with the others, we get the 
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